EatWell
Join the food revolution

What is Eat Well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

A stunning recipe magazine with singular focus on healthy food.  
Supported by Supermarkets – they’re central to what we do.
A simultaneous App and Mag launch – Mag for inspiration, App for shopping list.
Outsource your food plan to a natural health brand you trust – WellBeing.
Balanced, epicurean, and celebratory.
Over 70 recipes per edition.   
Taps the wisdom from passionate chefs, bloggers and caring home cooks.  You
can share yours too – we’re a COMMUNITY.

Eat Well The Basics

EatWell
EdiToR

Terry Robson - Editor

T

erry Robson is the editor of WellBeing magazine,
the editor of the Cookbook for Ageing Well, and has
previously been the editor of Healing Foods magazine.
He is a broadcaster and appears weekly on ABC
stations around Australia and is host of ABC radio’s
The Happiness Show. He has co-hosted with comedienne Wendy
Harmer the popular podcast Strange Days Indeed and is co-host
of one of the ABC’s most popular podcasts Talking Health. Terry
has appeared for the last fifteen years as a regular on the Seven
Network, Network TEN, NBN Television, and SKY News. He has
written four books as well as having been a columnist for The Age
and The Sydney Morning Herald. He has extensive contacts in the
fields of healthy, sustainable living and is widely experienced in
bringing information in this space to the mass market.
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LIVE LONGER, LOOK BETTER
Supercharge your immune system!

Issue 153 AUS $12.00*
NZ $12.00 (Both incl. GST)
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™
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L-glutamine | Gut-healing recipes | Oranges | Periodontitis | Beauty sleep

• Launched in June 2015
• Extensive point-of-sale, direct mail, and social media promotion to
build a powerful community with real referral power.
• The Magazine is Bimonthly (print & digital) and seasonal.
• The App offers fast push-button access to your choice of meals with
shopping lists organised according to supermarket aisle configuration.
• Our Print edition sits alongside WellBeing in Supermarket stores.
• Minimum 28,000 purchasers, and 125,000 reach-potential.
This is a marketing network.
• Target Market: Women aged 28+, home-cooks, interested in health,
responsible for others, social influencers.
• Complete share-ability via Social Media - FaceBook, Twitter and
Instagram.

create meals to support
your brain & mind
Discover recipes that keep
your muscles moving
learn the foods that will
heal your joints

Cook to support your heart
Food for sexual vitality
Eating for healthy eyes
Recipes for super glowing skin

connect With our 5

Ageing Well chefs
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ageing well muscles & joints

LunChTIMe

recipes

Adam Guthrie's rãjmã
— spicy red kidney bean
curry. Spicy bean curry is
a great way to add filling
protein to your lunch

Lunch time choices

Learn how you can benefit your muscles and joints with recipes straight
from the kitchens of our Ageing Well chefs.
Samantha GowinG’S
Salad of turkey, berrieS
& nutS with SproutS
Serves 2 as an entrée or 4 as a side
Ingredients
2 cups water
1 tbsp fresh, grated ginger root
½ lemon, juiced
1 tbsp honey or organic maple syrup
Pinch of cayenne pepper (optional)
1. Place water in a saucepan. Bring to boil.
2. Add ginger to water, cover with lid.
3. Gently simmer for about 8–10 minutes.
4. Add fresh lemon juice, honey and a
pinch of cayenne pepper if desired.

Samantha GowinG’S
turmeric health tonic
Serves 1
Ingredients
1 tsp fresh turmeric, peeled & grated
1 cup hot water
1 tsp raw, unfiltered honey
Juice of 1 lemon or lime
1. Select the central body of the turmeric.
2. Wash, peel and grate into a heatproof glass.
3. Top up with hot water.
4. Mix in honey and lemon or lime juice.

Ingredients
For the salad
1 cup cooked turkey meat, skin off,
shredded
1 cup assorted sprouts
1 cup activated almonds & pecans,
halved lengthways
½ cup activated pepitas
½ cup salad leaves — rocket or spinach
Assorted micro herbs such as red
garnet or red chard
Very berry dressing
1 cup fresh berries, roughly chopped
4 tbsp macadamia oil
1 tbsp raspberry vinegar
1 lime, juice only
Cracked black pepper
Cranberry gomasio
¼ cup raw black sesame seeds
¼ cup organic dried cranberries
1 tsp organic salt
Turkey salad
1. Combine turkey with sprouts, nuts,
pepitas and salad leaves.

Samantha Gowing’s
salad of turkey, berries
& nuts with sprouts

2. Whisk dressing ingredients together
well and gently toss through the salad.
3. Garnish generously with freshly
snipped micro herbs and gomasio.
Cranberry gomasio
1. Place seeds in a clean, dry frying pan
and toast on low heat, stirring often until
they start to pop.
2. In a mortar and pestle, gently blend
and combine salt and seeds, then add
cranberries and pound until combined.
3. Alternately place all ingredients in a
high speed blender and pulse until the
mix forms a coarse salt.
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Samantha GowinG’S
olive, fetta &
watermelon Salad
Serves 4 as a side
Ingredients
For the salad
2 cups watermelon, seeds & rind
removed, cubed

Photography Adam Guthrie

Serves 1–2

Photography Samantha Gowing

Samantha GowinG’S
GinGer tea
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Samantha
Gowing
Fun-loving chef and hat-winning
restaurateur Samantha Gowing
has turned her attention to
spreading the word about the
healing power of food.

S

amantha Gowing is Australia’s
top spa chef, renowned for her
nutritional wisdom and for being
a powerful influencer among
healthy lifestyle audiences. A
passionate entrepreneur, she founded
her globally recognised business in 2000.
Her company creates signature culinary
programs for luxury hotels, spas and
health retreats worldwide.
Sam has been working with food
since the 1980s and, just a decade later,
became a publican and hat-winning
restaurateur who lived life at the helm of
legendary Gowings Grace Darling Hotel in
Collingwood, Victoria, before turning her
heart and mind to food as medicine and
changing her fast-living ways to become
a clinical nutritionist, executive chef,
keynote speaker and wellness authority.
Sam’s dynamic, transformational
mentoring programs help naturopaths,
nutritionists, food and health professionals
become successful business owners and
entrepreneurs by utilising her proven
methods of Wellness Business Solutions.
She has paved the way for the new genre of
wellness enthusiasts.
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In 2013, she self-published her
first book, The Healing Feeling, which
represents her life work and passion
for spreading the health and wellness
word in a way that’s fun and accessible.
Across 143 beautifully designed colour
pages, Sam shares not only her healthgiving recipes and remedies but also
her engaging personal stories and
extensive knowledge of nutrition and
Chinese medicine — all done with her
trademark great humour and word play.
Known to some as the Dr Seuss of
health and nutrition, Sam has dedication
and enthusiasm, knowledge and belief,
which is second to none. Renowned for
her sharp wit, way with words and sense
humour, she has a wonderful take on
life and the way she explains things is
unique yet revealing.
Sam holds a Diploma of Health Science
— Nutrition with the Australian College of

Natural Medicine (2003) and is a member
of the Australian Traditional Medicine
Society. She has trained and is certified
with leading health and wellness authority
Paul Pitchford, author of Healing with Whole
Foods, and is currently one of the inaugural
cohorts to partake in the world-class
Le Cordon Bleu Master of Gastronomic
Tourism degree launched in 2012.
In 2008, Sam moved from the gritty
inner-Melbourne suburb of Collingwood
and made a sea change to lush Byron
Bay to further her holistic study,
research and to surf the pristine waters
of the north coast.
When she’s not in the kitchen or
the ocean, she mentors like-minded
whippersnappers who have a yearning for
all things well and healthy in business.
Connect with Sam via her website
foodhealthwealth.com or email
getsmart@foodhealthwealth.com.

Known to some as the Dr Seuss of health and
nutrition, Sam has dedication and enthusiasm,
knowledge and belief.

Adam
Guthrie
Adam Guthrie is a vegan chef whose passion
for healing food began with a life-threatening
illness and continues today in a lifestyle built
around healthy cooking and eating.

H

i, I’m Adam Guthrie,
a qualified chef and
wellness coach
who specialises in
wholefood plantbased diets. I’m a passionate advocate
for living a simple, healthy and
environmentally friendly life.
I’m living proof that wellness starts
with our food choices. I’ve shared
my wellness story with thousands of
people — on my website, in cooking
classes, at cooking demonstrations
and via our weeknight meal plans. My
story begins with a rude awakening.
Imagine, five years ago, an out-ofbalance and overweight 39-year-old

guy. He’s depressed, unfulfilled and
asking himself, “Is this all there is?”
Now, imagine that guy in hospital after
an early-morning surf, discovering
that he’s had a heart attack and being
told by his cardiologist that he will be
on daily medication for the rest of his
life. That guy was me.
It’s hard to believe because my whole
choices and the way that I nourish my
body — is so different today. I didn’t
accept that my cardiologist’s solution
of daily medication was the only way
of minimising my risk of another heart
attack. Instead, I decided that I would
do everything in my power to find
another way.

I learned how to treat myself with
absolute kindness, love and respect.
I transformed my diet, detoxified my
body, lost 20kg and no longer need
to take medication. I discovered
that wellness isn’t a destination
but a loving relationship with food,
your body, your mind and your
environment. Somewhere along the
way, I realised that I was more than a
chef and heart attack survivor; I was
a role model, an educator, someone
who could provide inspiration simply
by sharing my story and showing how
easy it is to eat healthfully and to live
well. So that’s what I do.
every single day, I share how to
prepare delicious, healthy food for
overall health, energy and vitality.
My vision is to help as many people
as possible who need and want to
improve their health, increase their
energy, achieve a healthy body weight
and recover from or minimise their
risk of diet-related illnesses such as
diabetes, heart disease, autoimmune
disease and cancer via good nutrition.
Just as I did to recover from a
heart attack and no longer require
medication.
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Why Eat Well?

Eat Well is the latest addition to
the successful WellBeing group but
this time puts quick, healthy, totally
yum food on the dinner table. We
are your friend in the kitchen or the
supermarket – for busy people who
want to eat healthy yummy food
but don’t have the time to hire a
dietician.
Why Eat Well? We know you are busy
so outsource your food planning to a
team you can trust – to look after your
family’s health and food experiences.
Our food is TOTALLY YUM – we don’t
hold back on the lime in the taco, we
add an extra spoon of cocoa to the
lunch time chia snack, we’re into
SEXY FOOD. (Oh and that cocoa will
help your brain through the afternoon
without the stress effect of coffee…)
Why ? ‘cause if it’s not sexy – what’s
the point? Food won’t heal you if it
is not enjoyable – we put PLEASURE
first.

The Community
Voice is Part of
Eat Well

The best food ideas are shared, and
everything in Eat Well is designed
for share-ability. As a result,
Eat Well not only offers a unique
focus on healthy food, but the
largest referral network in the
Australian health food industry.
The feedback loop from home cooks
is very much part of our journey. Eat
Well is here to celebrate them and
celebrate their food. Food marketers
can join us for this journey.

A Smart Approach to Food
Marketing

Eatwell

NOTES FROM OUR SPONSORS

Food Source

excalibur
australia

Eat Well is here to help marketers of good food, market good food. For a
start we provide the right environment – accessible content, tasty recipes,
and a focus on the good stuff.

Planet Organic’s Pepita Spread (RRP AU$9.95) is
made from 100 per cent certified organic pumpkin
seeds, roasted and ground into a smooth paste.
Pepitas are full of magnesium and zinc and have antidepressant and anxiety-reducing properties. An ideal
replacement for butter or a healthy, nutritious dip.
Available from leading healthfood stores.
W: planetorganic.com.au

raw,
organic,
virgin
coconut
oil

Newly launched
NutriVital Good for
You Foods Virgin
Coconut Oil (1L) is
organically grown,
cold pressed and
rich in healthy
medium-chain
fatty acids. Use
it in stir-fries,
baking or even as
a skin moisturiser!
Available exclusively
from Go Vita.
W: nutrivital.com.au/
foods

Our packages are de-cluttered and impactful. You won’t want to launch a
new fruit, vegetable, or food product without them.
In a pro-healthy food environment, we offer:
Brand Marketing
• Display Advertising is available with maximum impact only as Full Page
and Double Page in a strictly de-cluttered 75/25 Ed/Ad radio.
Sponsored Content – Eat Well Discovery Recipes
• This is a way to get a product visualised and understood.
• Discovery recipes have the added advantage of being published in both
mag and app. The app delivers the recipes to the consumer right when
they are shopping in the supermarket.
• Marketers are invited to contribute their best recipes, their best shots and
their chef or food technologist for quotes. We format to house style at 1.5
recipes to a page and present to a market that does actually want to know.
With Recipes of Discovery market meets marketer.
Eat Well Shop the Shelves/Food Source
• This is a collection of pages where marketers can showcase product as it
is – in its packaged form.
• Marketers are invited to contribute their shots and a 40 word blurb for
overwriting in house style and inclusion on our colourful 6/page pages. Inclusion
is available complimentary and recommended with a schedule purchase.

pura veda

Pura Veda is a wholesome, nutritious food source filled with
unprocessed and uncut seeds. Packed with vitamins, minerals
and essential omega-3s and -6s and sweetened with the natural
goodness of sun-dried
raisins, Pura Veda is free
from gluten, yeast, wheat,
nuts, preservatives,
additives, flavourings and
genetic modifications.
W: consciousfoods.com.au

wild fox wines

EatWell

Since its establishment in 1998
north of Adelaide has been tru
biodynamic and organic farmin
produce quality organic and pr
award-winning wines. All for th
fine wine connoisseur and esp
allergies and/or intolerance to
good of your health and the en
T: +61 8 8342 5321
W: wildfoxwines.com

champion Juicer

Fresh juice from raw fruit and vegetables has amazing healing
and rejuvenating properties and is a natural way to practise
preventive health. The Champion also has a grain mill attachment
for grinding flour from grains. Fresh juices and flours are full
of life, which is what your body craves.
T: 1800 033 866
W: championjuicer.com.au
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Discover Protein
rich PePita

ChICkEN, ShIITakE MUShROOM
& SEawEED SOUP
Serves: 6
8 cups chicken stock
1 stalk lemongrass, bruised
2 star anise
1 knob fresh ginger, sliced
1 large clove garlic, peeled & lightly
smashed
250g chicken thigh fillets, very thinly sliced
20g dried seaweed, cut into small pieces
15g sliced dried shiitake mushrooms
1 red chilli, sliced
1 tbsp fish sauce
2 tbsp tamari soy sauce
Fresh bean sprouts, for garnish
4–6 spring onions, thinly sliced
Sliced red chilli, for garnish
Bring the stock to the boil in a large
saucepan with the lemongrass, star anise,
ginger and garlic. When boiling, add the
chicken, seaweed, mushrooms, chilli, fish
sauce and tamari.
Reduce the heat, cover and simmer on
low heat for 15 minutes until the chicken is
cooked and the seaweed and mushrooms
are soft.
Remove the lemongrass and star anise
and serve garnished with some bean
sprouts, sliced spring onions and chillies.
Note: You can leave out the chicken for
a vegetarian option or add another type of
meat or seafood.

T

CRUNChy BREakFaST MIx
Makes: 8 cups
¾ cup red quinoa, rinsed & drained
1½ cups water
1½ cups quinoa flakes
125g whole blanched almonds
75g pepitas
75g sunflower seeds
60g sesame seeds
2 tsp ground cinnamon
½ tsp ground nutmeg

1 tbsp vanilla paste or extract
⅓ cup maple syrup
⅓ cup light brown sugar, tightly packed
⅓ cup honey
2 tbsp vegetable or extra-light olive oil
150g golden raisins
125g dried cranberries
Place red quinoa into a small saucepan
with the water. Bring to the boil, reduce
the heat and simmer for 10 minutes until
all the water is absorbed. Remove from the
heat, uncover and cool completely.
Preheat the oven to 160°C. Line two large
baking trays with non-stick baking paper.
In a large bowl, mix together the quinoa
flakes, cooled quinoa grain, almonds,
pepitas, sunflower and sesame seeds,
cinnamon and nutmeg.
Add the vanilla, maple syrup, brown
sugar, honey and oil and mix really well
as you want all the ingredients to be
completely coated.
Spread the mixture out evenly over
the two trays in a single layer and bake
for about 30–40 minutes until crisp and
crunchy and a rich golden colour. Stir once
or twice through the baking time making
sure you keep the mix evenly distributed in
the tray.
Remove from the oven and cool, then stir
in the raisins and cranberries and store in an
airtight container when completely cold.
Serve with milk or yoghurt or sprinkle
over porridge.
Note: This is good to have on hand as
it’s not only great for breakfast, you can
grab a handful at any time. If you don’t
have maple syrup you can use golden syrup
instead. Keep an eye on it while it’s in the
oven as it can burn easily. I have used the

sh ell
Not only richly delicious in flavour,
the macadamia nut is a powerful
source of healthy fats and its oil
is versatile in the kitchen.
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Peas are an essential
accompaniment to
any roast dinner.
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these days, the
[macadamia] trees on his
[farm] are fed by a healthy
compost made from a
combination of the husk
of the nut, wood chips from
macadamia trees milled
on-site and chicken litter.

There are more than six million
macadamia trees in Australia, and
the Northern Rivers region of NSW is
home to 8400 hectares of those plants.
The rich, fertile soil and high average
rainfall of the area’s subtropical climate
are ideal for macadamia trees, which
take eight to 10 years to reach the point
of nut production. That’s a long-term
commitment and a long time before any
revenue is seen.
What has emerged over 40 years
since the industry began is a tight
community of growers who are
committed to their practice and to their
product. The region surrounding Ballina,
Byron Bay, Alstonville and Bangalow
is home to roughly 500 growers who
work together as a community, funding
research and development through the
Macadamia Conservation Trust.
Local grower Ian Hotson says the
farmers used to be called “nozzle
heads”, because of the amount of
pesticides sprayed on the trees. These
days, the trees on his Thebian Farm are
fed by a healthy compost made from
a combination of the nut’s husk, wood
chips from macadamia trees milled onsite and chicken litter. “We’re not organic
farmers but we try to be biological
farmers. We do use pellet fertilisers but

we mainly rely on composting.” His motto
is “healthy soil, healthy trees, healthy
people” and, as we see on a tour of his
56 hectares, the trees are flourishing.
Next to neat rows of macadamia
trees are pockets of rainforest. Ian and
his wife Elizabeth planted 10,000 extra
trees to add to the lush forests. On
the edges of the rainforest are eight
beehives, all stocked with indigenous
Australian bees. Buzzing around
the orchards, the bees help with the
pollination of the macadamias.

rainforests & pests
The rainforest regeneration is now part
of a pest management project aiming
to combat Fruit Spotting Bug. Farmers
bring in parasitic wasps, stapling cards
of wasp eggs onto trees on the edge
of the rainforest in the hope that they
will hatch and eat the eggs of the Fruit
Spotting Bug.
The introduction of pest management
through the “goodie” insects, as Ian calls
them, caused quite a stir at the local
post office. His wife Elizabeth had to
rush down to the post office when they
first arrived because the staff weren’t
too excited about receiving bags of wasp

from seed to serving
Anthony Hotson isn’t the only local
farmer value-adding to macadamia
nuts. Back in 1989, Pam and Martin
Brook moved up from Melbourne and
in 1999 decided to plant their farm with
macadamia nuts to begin what would
become the hugely popular Brookfarm
label. “As farmers we had learnt that
most of the macadamias were being
taken overseas for other people to
do other things with,” says Pam, who
worked as a dentist before establishing
the brand Brookfarm.
With the aim of running a valueadding business, Pam and her husband
Martin set about creating their muesli.
“At first it was just the two of us. We’d
go to the food-grading factory in Ballina
and blend all the product there, then
we’d put it all in buckets on the back
of the ute and drive to the bakery. The
local Brumby’s said we could use the
ovens between midnight and 4am. Our
boys would help us label the bags and
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Kitchen Garden - Peas

PEAS

Easy to grow and delicious in so many recipes peas are an ideal plant for
your kitchen garden.

I

n many cases, Peas, fresh-shelled
when they are young and tender,
have the best taste but do require
a little bit of time when shelling.
The best way to do this is to
remove the string and open the pod, then
run a finger along the opening to remove
the peas. I love to make a healthy pea
soup and also add them to my stir-fried
brown rice and curry recipes. They melt
in the mouth when cooked and taste
wonderful raw. When buying peas, be on
the lookout for bright-green, waxy pods
that are small in size. Fresh peas can be
stored in their pods in a plastic bag in the
crisper for up to three days.
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PEAS
Samantha Gowing says:
Peas are my go-to comfort food. Alltime favourite, no frills required. Just
add mint and mash and that’s it for me.
without peas so be sure never to omit
them. I love peas in fresh pasta and they
are an essential accompaniment to any
roast dinner. Go on, give peas a chance!
Adam Guthrie says:
I grew up eating meat and three veg.
Peas where on the menu every night of
the week along with carrots and potatoes
(most often mashed). To this day, mashed
potatoes, peas and carrots are my go-to

Samantha Gowin
Peas are my go-t
time favourite, no
add mint and ma
Chinese fried rice
without peas so b
them. I love peas
are an essential a
roast dinner. Go o

foods when I want to feel nurtured. Only,
now, I have them without meat and meatbased gravy. I make an awesome meatfree gravy with vegetable stock instead.
Lee Holmes says:
Peas, fresh-shelled when they are young
and tender, have the best taste but do
require a little bit of time when shelling.
The best way to do this is to remove
the string and open the pod, then run
a finger along the opening to remove
the peas. I love to make a healthy pea
soup and also add them to my stir-fried
brown rice and curry recipes. They melt
in the mouth when cooked and taste
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Where they come from

eggs. With many of the local growers
taking part in the program, the postal
workers have become used to these very
special deliveries.
The rainforest has also led to another
avenue of business for the Hotsons.
Their son Anthony runs Rainforest
Foods, a range of native fruit jams,
sauces and, best of all, macadamia nut
spreads. At the Byron Bay markets, his
rows of roasted nuts, jams and spreads
draw regular local customers and
tourists alike.
Anthony is strict that the nuts for
his spread come just from the family
farm. A set amount is put aside each
harvest and processed at a small plant
because the larger grower-owned
plants harvest everyone’s produce
together.
Ian and Elizabeth embrace the
approach of adding value, ensuring
the nut’s intrinsic value goes as far
as possible.
Back on the farm, Ian is keen to
show off his nursery. He’s growing
new macadamia trees, simply
plonking the nut still in its brown
shell into sand, keeping it well
watered and waiting for the seed to
germinate. It’s a labour of love with
the whole family involved.
From seed to serving, the
farmers treat the macadamia
nuts like babies, keeping an eye on
their crops, watching as the flowers
germinate into tiny nutlets, which take
six months to mature into full-size nuts.

Serves: 6–8
750g broccoli
2 × 400g cans bro
& drained
1 small red onion
250g small grape
3 spring onions,
Juice of 1–1½ lim
4 tbsp extra-virg
½ tsp ground cu
Salt & freshly cra

hat’s so super about superfoods? Do
they wear a red cape and go around
rescuing people? Not exactly but,
accoutrement aside, that’s not far from
the truth. Just like Superman, superfoods pack
a powerful punch (of the nutritional variemilies,
Everyday Quinoa and Mezze — serves up recipes
showcasing seven heroic foods: amaranth,
broccoli, chia, kale, quinoa, raw cacao
and seaweed. There’s a chapter dedicated
to each superfood, along with nutritional
information, and Patten’s recipes encompass
both newfangled healthy dishes (hello, chia
puddings) and reworked favourites such as
choc chip cookies. Truly super.

FOOd PROFILE
he macadamia nut began
life 60,000 years ago in the
rainforests of northern NSW.
Today, its most common
appearance in the average Australian
household is at Christmas time, coated
in chocolate or bundled into a bag of
mixed nuts to be cracked at the table.
For many of us, the macadamia has
always been a tough nut to crack: we
grew up breaking open the hard, brown
shell with a brick on the verandah
and now spend our time justifying the
special treat of a handful of roasted
“macas” after dinner.
The good news is the macadamia
nut doesn’t have to be a guilty pleasure.
Yes, it’s a high source of fat, but
that’s almost entirely healthy
monounsaturated fat, shown to
aid heart health and cholesterol
management, like avocados.
The growers behind Australia’s
macadamia industry are keen to
tackle the perception that this nut
is just for the Christmas stocking,
with a commitment to continuing
to provide Australians with a highenergy source that really is good
for you.

red quinoa purel
that you get from
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Eat Well Sponsored Social Posts
• Our Eat Well page now has over 14,000 followers and are now accepting
sponsored social posts via WellBeing Product Finder.
Integrated Media
• Eat Well is fully integrated with the WellBeing Network which also includes
Wellbeing.com.au, WellBeing eNews, and numerous bespoke offerings.

The Kuvings B6000
Whole Slow Juicer
(RRP AU$599) is the
first cold-press juicer
to juice whole fruit and
vegetables and boasts
the strongest motor
and lowest RPM of any
cold-press juicer on
the market. There’s no
better way to absorb
more nutrients than
with a Kuvings coldpress juicer.
T: +61 2 9798 0586
W: kuvings.net.au

planet organic
pepita spread

We’re the clever way to market good food. We’re all about the visual
suggestive, editorial integrations and helping the consumer to see your
product in their kitchen.

Excalibur Aust offers a wide
range
of quality-designed kitchen
products, from food dehydrato
and juicers to kitchen helpers
and accessories. It aims
to promote wellbeing and
a healthy lifestyle through
sustainable, environmentally
friendly products that are of
the best quality and design to
guarantee your full satisfaction
T: 1300 749 545
E: sales@excaliburaust.com
W: excaliburaust.com

Kuvings
Juicer

products & services from our advertisers
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Deadlines
Issue

Booking

Material

On Sale

Issue 09 Nov/Dec 2016

Aug 12th

Aug 26th

Nov 17th

Issue 10 Jan/Feb 2017

Oct 7th

Oct 14th

Jan 19th

Issue 11 Mar/April 2017

Dec 2nd

Dec 9th

Mar 15th

Issue 12 May/June 2017

Feb 10th

Feb 17th

May 15th

Issue 13 July/August 2017

Apr 7th

Apr 14th

Jul 13th

Issue 14 Sept/Oct 2017

Jun 9th

Jun 16th

Sept 14th

Issue 15 Nov/Dec 2017

Aug 11

Aug 18th

Nov 16th

* Please note that publish dates are subject to change.

Display Advertising rates
Standard Options
Double Page Spread
Full Page
Half Page (Horizontal or Portrait)
Premium Positions
Double Page Spread Before Contents
Outside Back Cover
Inside Back Cover
Early Right Hand Page

1x

X3

X6

$8,046
$4,235
$2,541
1x
$9,046
$5,082
$4,400
$4,345

$7,315
$3,850
$2,310
X3
$8,315
$4,260
$4,000
$3,950

$5,852
$3,080
$1,848
X6
$6,852
$3,408
$3,240
$3,160

NB: Digital editions are included with print purchase

Discovery recipes
1x

X3

X6

2 page with Display Ad

option

$2,035

$1,850

$1,526

3 page with Display Ad

$3,052

$2,775

$2,289

4 page with Display Ad

$4,070

$3,700

$3,052

2 page

$4,070

$3,700

$3,052

3 page

$6,104

$5,550

$4,578

4 page

$8,104

$7,400

$6104

Recipes must change from issue to issue, but can be repeated in to social channels. Prices exclude GST.

Social Posts
option

1x

X3

X6

Sponsored Social Post - Recipe

$250

$200

$120

Sponsored Social Post – General

$295

$250

$200

One piece of content can be posted only once.
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